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Transmit Your Love
Live

LIVE - TRANSMIT YOUR LOVE
-------------------------

Tabbed by: hoxxx
E-mail: bluebookfin AT gmail.com
Tuning: Standard

CHORD PATTERNS
--------------
G#m     466444
E7      021100
F#      244322
Eb      x68886
E       022100
C#      x46664
--------------

G#m     G#m     E7      F#
G#m     G#m     E7      F#

G#m            
Bow, bow everybody body in the hotel
                               
Bow, bow everybody in the motel 
E7                                     F#
Don t knock if the door to my suite is closed 
                               G#m
You should of come to the show but you didn t 
                                                                    E7
Now you re wishin  that you had had to go to Jimmy Buffet with your dad
                                          F#
With love it s game seven every single night 
Eb
You have to put it on the line to step inside

E                            C#
Transmit your love to me and silently make me whole again 
E                     C#
Transmit your love to me

G#m
Bow, bow put your ear to the door and
                                      E7



Bow, bow put your face to the floor and 
                                           F#
Through the crack see the people kickin it inside 

And leavin it all behind 
G#m 
In the name of love, we raise the roof 
        
In the name of love, do what we came to do 
E7                                       F#
In a town tonight where the streets have no name 
Eb
And everybody feels the same the outside world is a goddamn shame

E                            C#
Transmit your love to me and silently make me whole again 
E                     C#
Transmit your love to me

Riff 4x
e-|----------------|-------------|-
B-|----------------|-------------|-
G-|----------------|-------------|-
D-|-6---6--4/6--6--|-9---11-11---|-
A-|-6---6--4/6--6--|-9---11-11---|-
E-|-4---4--2/4--4--|-7---9--9----|-

Come on! tell your leaders love is in town to turn this whole thing 
Upside down we can t take it anymore

G#m     G#m     E       F#
G#m     G#m     E       F#

GUITAR SOLO
Riff 4x
e-|----------------|-------------|-
B-|----------------|-------------|-
G-|----------------|-------------|-
D-|-6---6--4/6--x--|-9---11-11---|-
A-|-6---6--4/6--x--|-9---11-11---|-
E-|-4---4--2/4--x--|-7---9--9----|-

E                            C#
Transmit your love to me and silently make me whole again 
E                     C#
Transmit your love to me

FOLLOW CHORUS CHORDS TO THE FADE OUT



(Welcome to my world of love welcome to my space 
Above this sacred love welcome to my space of bliss)

************************************

| /   slide up
| \   slide down
| h   hammer-on
| p   pull-off
| ~   vibrato
| +   harmonic
| x   Mute note
| b   Bend
| pb  Pre-bend
| br  Bend release
| pbr Pre-bend release
| brb Bend release bend
| .   Staccato

************************************


